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Let Pa denote a generalized hexagon corresponding to a triaiity of type Zra . 
Then PB is interpreted as a configuration in the projective geometry PG(3, s) 
in such a way that points of PB are represented by lines and by certain flat pencils 
of lines in PG(3, s). 
1. INTRODUCTION AND STATEMENT OF RESULT 
Let V, be the vector space over the finite field k = GF(s) consisting of 
the 8-dimensional row vectors with entries in k. Let Q, be the hyperbolic 
quadric surface in the corresponding projective space PG(7, s) with 
equation xf=,, c,di , where the coordinates of a point p in PG(7, s) are 
labeled so thatp corresponds to the vector (c,, , cl , cz , cS , d,, , dl , dz , d,) = 
((ci), (di)) in V, . We define a relation called conjugacy on PG(7, S) as 
follows: points p = ((ci), (di)) and p’ = ((ci’), (d,‘)) are conjugate if and 
only if the following eight equations in their coordinates are satisfied: 
c,c,’ = $ cidi’, 
dodo’ = t dici’, 
1 
(3) 
(4) 
co -di 
do’ dj’ = I I 
CL-11 %+ll 
ct-11 &+ll ’ 
j = 1,2, 3, 
do -Cj 
I I 
h-11 d[j+ll 
co’ Cj' = 4--l] di,+ll ’ 
j= 1,2,3. 
* This research was carried out while the author was supported by a Miami 
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Here (and throughout the remainder of this note) [i] means i is to be 
reduced modulo 3 to one of 1,2, 3. 
It follows that a point p = ((ci), (c$)) is self-conjugate if and only if 
p lies on Q, and c0 + do = 0. If two self-conjugate points are conjugate to 
each other, then the points on the projective line of PG(7, s) containing 
them form a set of self-conjugate, pairwise conjugate points, and such 
a line will be called self-conjugate. It is one of the main results of Tits [8] 
that the set of self-conjugate points and self-conjugate lines (all lying in Q,) 
forms a generalized hexagon P, (cf. Feit and Higman [6]) corresponding 
to what he calls a triality of type lid . Tits observes that this hexagon 
consists of the points and some of the lines of a nondegenerate quadric 
surface in PG(6, s). Benson [2] seems to have rediscovered this hexagon 
in PG(6, k). It is the purpose of this note to interpret geometrically this 
hexagon in the geometry PG(3, k). The process of representing P, in 
PG(3, k) uses the algebraic theory of spinors and Phicker coordinates, 
but the final result can be stated geometrically in terms of points, lines, 
and planes of PG(3, sj. 
THEOREM. Let q be the point of PG(3, s) with coordinates q = (c, 0, 0, 0), 
and let H be the plane H = ((x0 , x1 , x2, x3) / x,, = O}. The points of P,’ 
are of two kinds: points of typei)are all the lines ofPG(3,s); points oftypeii) 
are all the flat pencils of lines which are centered in planes different from H 
and not containing q. Instead of labeling lines with symbols, we describe 
the ranges of points, and they are of two kinds. Let p be a point on any 
line L contained in the plane H. Then all those points of P,’ of type i) 
consisting of lines in the pencil containing L and qp form the range of 
one line of P,‘. The other kind of range consists of one point L1 of type i) 
not in H and not containing q and certain of the points of type ii) which 
contain L, . Specifically, let x be the point in which L1 meets H. Let y 
be a point of H not in the plane L1 - q and let z be a point of L,\H. 
Then for q, y, x, z normalized in a manner made explicit in Section 3, 
we define the line Lzt of PG(3, s) to be the line containing the points 
y + tq and z - tx, t E k. Then the point L1 of type i) of P,’ and the 
s points of type ii) consisting of the pencils containing L, and Lzt, t E k, 
form a range of points in P,‘. 
Perhaps one could show directly with less effort that P,’ is a generalized 
hexagon. However, the raison d’&tre of this note is to show that P,’ is an 
incidence system isomorphic to the hexagon P, of Tits described above. 
This representation undoubtedly has (known) group theoretic ramifica- 
tions, but we have not investigated this aspect. 
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2. REVIEW 
Let M be a vector space of dimension 6 over the field k. Let 4 be a 
hyperbolic quadratic form on A4 and B its associated symmetric bilinear 
form, i.e., B(x, u) = 4(x + y) - q(x) - q(y). Then there is a basis 
(Xl Y x2 2 x3 , y1 , Y, , y3} for ~4 such that q(xJ = &vi) = 0, B(x, , VJ = 
&, for 1 < i, .j d 3. Let N and P denote the subspaces spanned by 
{Xl 2 x 2 , x3} and {y, , yZ , y3}, respectively. Let S be the exterior algebra 
of N with even and odd subspaces S, and Si respectively. We consider 
B, = { 1, x3 A x2 , x1 A x3 , xz * XI> 
and 
Bi = {Xl A x2 A x3 3 x1 3 x2 7 x3) 
as the standard ordered bases of S, and Si . The l-dimensional subspaces 
of S (i.e., the points of the corresponding projective space S of dimension 7) 
will be called spinors. 
Since q is hyperbolic, the quadric surface Q = {x E M I q(x) = 0) 
contains planes, called Q-planes, but no subspaces of higher dimension. 
Each Q-plane 2 will be represented by a spinor corresponding to vectors 
belonging to either S, or Si . A fortunate coincidence, caused by the 
specific dimension of M, is that each spinor which is even (i.e., corre- 
sponding to a subspace of S,) or odd (i.e., corresponding to a subspace 
of Si) is actually pure, that is, it represents some Q-plane 2. A Q-plane 2 
is called even or odd according as its representative spinor u is even or odd. 
To make this representation explicit we need to describe a Clifford algebra 
of q. The reference for all the machinery relating to the spinorial represen- 
tation is Chevalley [3], although we have taken the liberty of being 
somewhat less abstract than [3]. 
The particular realization of the Clifford Algebra C of q (which works 
regardless of the characteristic of k) which we want is the representation of 
C as the complete algebra of k-linear transformations of the space of 
spinors: C = horn&?, S). Define a map p: M -+ C as follows: 
(5) p(xJ . u = xi A u, for 24 ES. 
If Xi, A *.. A xi2 is a basis element of S, put 
(-ll)i-lx,, A ... A 2j A **. A xi,, 
(6) /J(Y~) *(xi1 * *-- A xi,) = if j E {il ,..., ik}, 
0, if j 4 {il ,..., i,). 
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Here A$ means delete xi , and p( yj) * x5 = 1. Extending p( yj) linearly to a 
map on all of S yields elements p(xJ, p(yJ E C for i = 1,2, 3. Let p 
denote its own linear extension to all of 44. Then p: M -+ C is a linear 
monomorphism and p(M) generates the algebra C, where of course 
the multiplication in C is the composition of linear transformations. 
The representation of Q-planes by spinors is determined as follows: 
for each Q-plane Z there is a unique spinor u such that 
z = {z E M 1 p(z) * u’ = 0, 
for any non-zero vector u’ corresponding to the spinor u}. We recall the 
following facts concerning this spinorial representation: 
(7) Two Q-planes of the same kind (i.e., odd or even) intersect in a 
point (i.e., in a l-dimensional subspace of M); two Q-planes of opposite 
kinds intersect either in a line or in the zero space. 
(8) If U, u’ are linearly independent vectors corresponding to pure 
spinors representing Q-planes Z, Z’, respectively, then u + u’ corresponds 
to a pure spinor if and only if u and u’ are of the same kind. In this case 
the spinors corresponding to vectors of the form clu + c+‘, c1 , cz E k, 
not both zero, represent all the Q-planes of the same kind as Z which 
contain the point Z r\ Z’. 
There is a non-degenerate bilinear pairing fi: S, x Si -+ k defined as 
follows: for u ES, , U’ E & , fl(u, u’)(xl A x, A x3) is the homogeneous 
component of degree 3 of a(u) A u’, where a is the main antiautomorphism 
of S. Hence 01 multiplies an homogeneous element of S of degree h by 
(-l)h(h-1)/2 and is linear. Our interest in p is the following: 
(9) Let u E S, , u’ E Si correspond to spinors representing the Q-planes 
Z, Z’, respectively. Then Z n Z’ is a line if @(u, u’) = 0, and is the zero 
vector if /3(u, 24’) # 0. 
It is routine to check that 
(10) The standard ordered bases B, and Bi of S, and Si are dual to 
each other with respect to the pairing /3. 
For convenience of notation we put u,, = 1, u1 = x, A x2 , u2 = x1 A x3 , 
243 = x2 A x1 , ug *=X1hX2AX3,Ui*= xi, i = 1, 2, 3. Thus (10) says 
j?(Ui ) uj*) = 6,j . 
To complete our review we recall some facts about Plucker coordinates 
of lines in PG(3, s). Let w  = (w, , w1 , w2 , w& and z = (zO , z1 , z2 , z3) be 
homogeneous representations of distinct points of PG(3, s). Then the 
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Plucker coordinates of the line wz are the six numbers (determined only 
up to a proportionality constant) pij , 0 < i < j < 3, defined by 
Thus the line wz naturally determines a point (pOI , poz , po3 , pz3 , -p13 , pIz) 
of PG(5, s). It is more convenient to identify this as a point I = 
pOlxl +PoZxZ +pO3x3 +P23yl-P13Y2 +pl2y3 ofthe projective vace m 
corresponding to M. Then the standard basic facts about Plucker 
coordinates become in this case (cf. [9]): 
(11) Each line L of PG(3, s) determines and is determined by a unique 
point B(L), called the Plucker image of L, in the projective space M 
corresponding to M. A (non-zero) vector x in M corresponds to a point 
of R which is the Plucker image of some line in PG(3, s) if and only if 
x E Q. Two lines L1 , L, of PG(3, s) intersect (i.e., are coplanar) if and 
only if the line of ?C! containing their Plucker images B(L,) and B(L,) 
lies in Q, the quadric surface in M corresponding to Q. Finally, if L, 
and L, are intersecting lines with Plucker images p1 , p2 , then the lines 
in the flat pencil of lines containing L1 and L, have as their Plucker 
images the points of Q lying on the line through p1 and p2 . 
3. THE REPRESENTATION OF PB IN PG(3,s) 
We identify S with V, in the following way: For arbitrary vectors 
u = C ciui ES, , U' = C diui* E Si , the vector (u, u’) = u + u' E S will be 
identified with the row vector ((c,), (di)) E V, . For a vector (u, u’) # (0,O) 
in S, we let [u, u’] denote the corresponding point of S. Then let 
F = {[u, u’] E S ( the point of PG(7, s) with homogeneous coordinates 
(u, u’) E V, is self-conjugate in the sense of Section I}. Naturally, we say 
two elements of 9 are conjugate if and only if they correspond in the 
obvious fashion to conjugate points of PG(7, s) = V8 . Hence the elements 
of 9 are the points of a generalized hexagon in which the lines are collec- 
tions of 1 + s mutually conjugate points. We recall that this hexagon Pa 
has (s6 - l)/(s - 1) points and lines, and has 1 + s points (lines) incident 
with each line (point). 
LEMMA 1. Let u E S, (resp.: 1.4’ ESi) correspond to a spinor representing 
the Q-plane Z (resp.: Z’). Then [u, u’] E % implies that Z n Z’ is a line. 
Proof. Let u = C CiUi, U' = C diui*. Then [u, u'] E g implies 
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c,, + d,, = 0 and especially that Ci c,d, = 0. Since B, and Bi were chosen 
dual to each other with respect to p, this implies p(u, u’) = 0. The lemma 
follows from (9). 
LEMMA 2. Let +, + E S, , 1u’ , +’ E Si be non-zero vectors corresponding 
to spinors representing Q-planes Z, , Z, , Z,‘, and Z,‘, respectively. Suppose 
that [+, &I, r2u, .&I E 9 and that either Z, # Z, or Z,’ # Z,’ (implying 
that (1u, Iu’) and (+, zu’) are linearly independent in V,). Zf [1u, 1u’] and 
[+, +‘I are conjugate elements of F, then the line Z, n Z,’ meets the line 
Z, n Zi in the unique point Z, n Z, (or 2,’ r\ Z2’, in case Z, = Z,). 
Proof. We first caution the reader that this lemma asserts something 
only about some pairs of conjugate elements of 9, since there will be 
elements [u, u’] of 9 with u = 0 or u’ = 0. Then let 
3 
jU = C Ci’Ui ) ju’ = i dijui*, j= 1,2. 
i=O i=O 
Since [$u, $1 E 9, we know c,j + doj = 0, j = 1, 2. Then rlu, 1u’] 
conjugate to [+, +‘I implies (using (1)) that 0 = &, cil di2 = /I(+, zu’), 
so Z, n Z,’ is a line. First suppose Z,’ # Z,‘. Then Z, n Z,’ # Z, n Z,‘, 
but both are lines in the plane Z, . Hence they meet in a point p which 
must be Z,’ n Z,‘. Similarly, Z, n Z,’ and Z, n 2,’ are lines meeting 
in the point Z,’ n Z,‘. Thus Z, n Z, 1 Z1’ n Z2’, and the lemma follows 
for this case. If Z,’ = Z,‘, then Z, # Z, , and the lemma holds by a 
similar argument. 
We now distinguish between two kinds of elements of 9. If [u, u’] E 9 
with u = C ciui , u’ = C diui*, then put [u, u’] in s(e, if co = do = 0 and 
put [u,u’]inJ;e,ifc,=-do#O. SoF=&lu&zand&lndz= a. 
Define a map g from 3 to a set g(F) whose elements consist of the points 
and some of the lines of Q as follows: If [u, u’] E &I , then 
g([u, ~‘1) = 5 (&xi - CiYJ* 
i=l 
Clearly g is one-to-one from &I onto the set of points of e. If [u, u’] e J& , 
then u # 0 # u’, so u, u’ correspond to spinors representing Q-planes 
Z, Z’. By Lemma 1, Z n Z’ is a line L. Put g([u, u’]) = L. Then g is 
one-to-one from Sze, into (not onto) the set of lines of Q. 
LEMMA 3. Let [u, u’] E dz, where u = C ciui and u’ = C diui” are 
normalized so that 1 = Cf c,di . Then the line g([u, u’]) consists of those 
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points of 0 corresponding to vectors C (aixi + biyi) satisfying the following 
eight equations: 
Proof. It is clear that the vectors z = C (aixi + biyi) corresponding 
to points of g([u, u’]) are those for which p(z) * u = p(z) . ti = 0. The 
equations of the lemma are obtained by just writing out these conditions 
in terms of the definition of p. 
At this stage each point of the hexagon P, may be identified via g with 
either a point of Q or a line of 0. Since P6 has no triangles and always has 
at least three points on each line and three lines through each point, 
the ranges of points determined by lines of P, are given completely by 
a knowledge of which points of P, are collinear. Thus to describe P, 
completely as a hexagon whose points are the points and some of the 
lines of Q, we need only to keep track of which points and lines of Q 
are collinear as points of P, . 
Lemma 2 shows that if [,u, +‘I and [+, +‘I are conjugate elements of 
dZ (so collinear points of P,), then their images under g are lines meeting 
in a point p E Q. The non-zero linear combinations of [1~, 1~‘] and [.+, &] 
represent the 1 + s points on a line of P, . Furthermore, using (8), we see 
that the s of these which are elements of -1;42 have images under g which are 
lines of Q through p. We claim that the unique linear combination which 
is in JZ?‘, has as its image under g the point p. This is clearly implied by the 
following lemma. 
LEMMA 4. Let Lu, iu’] E .B$ , j = 1, 2, where + = &, ci’ui , +’ = 
&, d&*. Then [,u, ,u’] and [+, &] are conjugate elements of F if and 
0nZy ifg([,u, lu’]) is on g([+, +‘I) in Q. 
Proof. First suppose that 2~, gu’ are normalized so that co2 = -do2 = 1. 
Then using (l)-(4), we see that [,u, iu’] and [2~, 2~‘] are conjugate elements 
of 9 if and only if the following hold: 
0 = f c,ldi2, 
(2’) 0 = i d;ci2, 
(3’) 
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Then the definition of g and Lemma 3 complete the proof. 
Writing out the conditions for two points of &I to be conjugate in F 
we see that for each pair ((ci), (di)) o non-zero triples such that cf cidi = 0, f 
there is a line of P, consisting of the points of &I of the form 
MO, Cl, c2 , cd, k,(O, 4 74 3 4)1, k 7 k2 E k. 
And, furthermore, these lines contain the only pairs of conjugate points of 
dI. Thus all s + 1 lines of P, through a point of the form [(ci), 0] or 
[0, (di>] in ~9’~ lie in &I . The other points of ~4~ will each lie on a unique 
line in &I and s lines all other points of which are in -pli . 
Transferring the representation of P, to points and lines of Q, we see 
that a line of Pe incident with at least one point of P, represented by a 
line of Q is actually incident with s such points and with one point 
represented by a point p of Q which is the intersection of the s other lines. 
And those lines of P, whose points are all represented by points of Q 
correspond to lines of Q spanned by pairs of points of the form 
C-TO, 0, --Cl, -c2 7 -c& and ($ , d2 , d3 , 0, 0, 0) where C: cidi = 0. 
The point of Q with homogeneous coordinates (0, 0, 0, c1 , c2 , c& 
corresponds (via Plucker coordinates) to a line of PG(3, s) in the plane 
H = {(x0, x1, x2, x8) 1 x0 = 0}, and conversely. A point of Q with 
coordinates (dl, d2, da, O,O, 0) corresponds to the line of PG(3, S) 
containing the points with coordinates q = (c, 0, 0,O) and 
Thus using (11) we see that the points of 0 on the line spanned by 
(0, 0, 0, -cl, -cz 7 -cJ and (dl , d, , d3 , 0, 0,O) = x correspond via 
Plucker coordinates to the lines of PG(3, S) in a pencil of lines containing 
the line qx and some line of H containing x. Thus those lines of P, all of 
whose points were originally contained in -91: now correspond to pencils 
of lines of PG(3, s) spanned by a line L through q and some line L’ C H 
such that L meets L’. A counting argument shows easily that each such 
pencil of lines in PG(3, S) corresponds to some line of P, . 
Now let 9 be a remaining line of P, , say containing the points 
&, &] E 4 , j = 1, 2. Using the notation adopted earlier, we see that 
the points of 9 corresponding to those of 9 are precisely those of the 
form 
[W + 2u, w> + 2a t E k, 
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together with [+, +‘I. Transferring first by g to Q then to PG(3, s) by 
Plticker coordinates, we see that [1~, ,u’] corresponds to some line L, 
of PG(3, s) not contained in H and not containing q. Each of the other 
points of 2’ corresponds to a pencil of lines, one centered at each point 
of L1 not in H. To complete the representation of P, in PG(3, s) we need 
only to be able to determine which penciIs on a given L, are on the line 
P, spanned by L, and one pencil on L, . It seems easiest to start with 2 
as given above and then compute the corresponding line L, down in 
PG(3, s). 
So let 2 be spanned by the points 
pz = [I, cl’, ~2, cs2, - 1, d12, ds2, G21 
and 
Consequently, 
~1 = W, cl19 csl, cZ,O, 4’, dzl, AlI. 
@“d,“= 1, ; 1 c, .l@ = 2 Q&l = 1 cildF = 0, 
Let L, be the line of PG(3, s) containing the points 
x = (0, d?, d2, dzl), z = (1, -d12, -d22, -ds2). 
Then B(L,) = g(pl). Also (dll, dzl, da’) and (d12, dz2, ds2) are independent 
3-dimensional vectors since C ci2di2 = 1, but C cfd$ = 0. So L, does not 
contain q = (c, 0, 0,O). Let 
P = ho, a2O, GO, ho, bZO, hoI 
be any point of g(p& different from g(p&. It follows that C ai%$ # 0, 
and we assume that p is normalized so that C aIocil = -1. Let 
y = (0, a,O, a2”, aso) E H 
and let L, be the line yz. Then g(p,) is the line of Q containing B(L,) = 
g(pJ and B(L,) = p. Hence the pencil of lines containing L1 and L, 
corresponds via the Plucker coordinates to the line g(p,) in Q. The linear 
combinations of p1 and p2 back in 9 (corresponding to the points of 
the line 9 of P,) are represented in Q by the point g(pJ = ((dil), (-c$)) 
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and the s lines& of e, t E k, where& is the set of points & (a:xi + b2yi) 
such that 
(2”) i bit(di2 + td,l) = 0, 
1 
(3”) 
(4”) 
Let L,O = L, , and in general for t E k let L2t denote the line of PG(3, s) 
containing the points y + tq = (t, a,O, uzo, aa”) and 
z - tx = (1, -d,2 - tdll, -d22 - td,l, -ds2 - tdal). 
It is then routine to check that the point g(L,t) and the point g(pl) span 
the IineL, . Thus the points of P, on the line 2 correspond to the line L1 
of PG(3, s) and the s pencils of lines spanned by L, and L2t. This completes 
the proof of the theorem. 
4. ADDENDUM ON GENERALIZED QUADRANGLES 
It is known (cf. [l], [2], [4], [5], [7], [S]) that the points, and the self- 
conjugate lines with respect to a null-polarity, in PG(3, s) form a generalized 
quadrangle (or 4-gon in the terminology of [6]) P4 dual to that formed by 
the points and lines of a non-degenerate quadric in PG(4, s). Thus it is 
clear that this generalized quadrangle is embedded in PG(5, k). However, 
with the machinery set up in Section 2 we sketch an alternate embedding. 
Let B = {u. , ul, u2, uQ} and B* = {u,*, ul*, u2*, us*) be bases of S, 
and Si , respectively, such that 
B(uo,%*> = -B(ul,uo*) = Ku2 9 u2*> = -Be4 3 %*I = 1, 
and otherwise P(u~ , z+*) = 0. To each point (co , c1 , c2 , cJ of PG(3, s) 
we associate the line Z r\ Z*, where Z is the even Q-plane represented 
by the spinor corresponding to C ciui , and Z* is the odd Q-plane 
represented by the spinor corresponding to C ciui*. Then Z 17 Z* is a line, 
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since /2(x ciui , C ciui*) = 0. If 2, n Z,* corresponds to (cJ and Z, n Z,* 
corresponds to (c&), then Z, n Z,* meets Z, n Z,* if and only if Z, meets 
Z,* if and only if (cJ is conjugate to (dJ with respect to the null polarity 
on PG(3, S) determined by the matrix 
It follows that the set of lines of the form Z n Z*, Z an even Q-plane, 
forms a generalized quadrangle (using ordinary incidence in M, or R) 
isomorphic to the dual of P4 . 
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